AAA Corporate Travel Service (CTS) is proud to partner with The University of Cincinnati as their preferred Corporate Travel service provider. AAA CTS provides University of Cincinnati travelers with discounts, power savings, a wealth of resources and quality 24-hour service every day of the year.

BENEFITS FOR TRAVELERS

AAA TRAVEL SUPPORT 24/7/365
AAA CTS provides The University of Cincinnati travelers with emergency travel support 24-hours a day, seven days a week to ensure each person gets to their destination.

FLIGHTSTATS
The FlightStats app makes air travel easy with immediate schedule and gate changes sent directly to University of Cincinnati travelers’ mobile devices.

TRAVEL ALERTS AND ADVISORIES
AAA CTS provides The University of Cincinnati with actionable travel advisories and alerts, directly from reliable sources such as iJet, GoAlert, FOX News, CNN, MSNBC and Reuters.
COMPETITIVE PRICING
The University of Cincinnati travelers receive discounted rates for airfare, hotel reservations and car rentals, in addition to the most competitive pricing in the industry on airfare, hotel reservations and car rental bookings.

$200,000 TRAVELER FLIGHT INSURANCE
Complimentary $200,000 accidental/death flight insurance on all air tickets issued to all University of Cincinnati travelers

TRAVEL MANAGEMENT BENEFITS

RELIABLE TRAVEL MANAGEMENT
AAA CTS provides a highly configurable and customizable travel experience focused on The University of Cincinnati’s individual needs and policies. This includes a host of available resources, from targeted reporting to tracking unused airline tickets. Plus, receive actionable alerts for university travelers around the globe.

CUSTOMIZED REPORTING
Receive custom reports on current and past travelers that allow for ticketing quality control. Make the most of travel funds by receiving unused ticket tracking notifications and utilize AAA CTS’ secured system that prevents traveler identity theft.

ONLINE BOOKING RESOURCE
University of Cincinnati travelers will have the ability to book their travel with the click of a button from AAA CTS’ online booking resource, Concur® Travel. This powerful booking tool provides a highly configurable and customizable
online booking experience to University of Cincinnati travelers’ individual needs.

CONTACT AAA CORPORATE TRAVEL

AAA CORPORATE TRAVEL - THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI
15 West Central Parkway Cincinnati, OH 45202

Domestic Desk: 513-762-3200 or 800-468-4509, email: corporatetravel@aaa-alliedgroup.com
International Desk: 513-762-3200 or 888-214-4340, email: international@aaa-alliedgroup.com